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Closing Grain & Soybean Comments
October 1st, 2013
Corn: Corn was on the defensive throughout the session, pressured by yesterday’s bigger than expected stocks,
further weakness in the soybean complex, and some developments on the export side. The Dec settled 2 ½ cents
lower at $4.39, yet another new multi-year low. The July corn was also down 2 ½ cents to settle at $4.66 ½. Along
with the flat price weakness, most corn spreads slipped on the day. The exception was the Dec-Mar, which settled at
12 ¾ carry after settling at 13 yesterday.
The revelation of Sep 1 stocks at 824 million bushels (compared to 681 expected by the trade) and all the bearish
implications of that continued to reverberate through the corn trade as it moved to its lowest level in 3 years. Adding
to this was the weekly crop progress & condition report which showed corn holding last week’s improvement in
conditions and 12% of the US corn being harvested. RJOMRT’s Randy Mittelsteadt put all of yesterday’s data through
the balance sheet and is now estimating the 13/14 carryout in excess of 2.15 billion bushels. For his full work, visit
www.rjomrt.com.
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The government shutdown will have a minimal impact on the grain markets this week. However, if it drags on into
next week, the October 11th crop production report will be delayed, leaving the trade scouring in the dark through
anecdotal emails for yield ideas. It will also push back the announcement of the 2014 RFS mandate levels, making
risk management in the ethanol industry an even more challenging process. Tomorrow’s EIA energy report will be
released as normal, including their ethanol figures.
In other news: Brazil exported 3.45 mmt of corn in September, up from 3.05 mmt in August and bigger than a year
ago. Unica, Brazil’s cane industry association, lowered their Brazilian cane harvest estimate and are now looking for
ethanol production of 6.6 billion gallons compared to a previous estimate of 6.7 billion. Israel is tendering for 40K
tons of corn for Dec-Jan delivery. The funds sold 3,000 contracts of corn on the day.
The cash corn market in the US continues to soften as more and more areas move to “new crop” bids. The gulf has
been steady so far this week.
Soybeans: The losses keep piling up in the soybean complex as the November is more than $1.40 off the $14.08 ½
high scored less than a month ago. They settled tonight at $13.68, 14 ¾ cents lower. The July was down 12 ¾ to
$12.29. The wires blamed the weakness on solid yield reports, harvest pressure & farmer selling, and nervousness
over the US government shutdown. However, most traders continue to cite the length held by the funds and their
sudden distaste for the soybean complex as well. The spreads were mostly softer too, although the Nov-Jan did firm
to 2 cents carry from 2 ¼ yesterday.
After leading the break early in the day, meal managed to be the best performing leg of the complex by the end,
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down just $1-$2
$2 per ton. The Dec settled at $403.30, nearly $6 per ton off the session low. On the other hand, oil
came under sharp pressure and finished 80-85 points
lower with the Dec settling at 40.27. No Oct meal
deliveries have yet been seen. Oil deliveries fell to 82
contracts yesterday after being 196 on the first day.
After yesterday’s close, the USDA bumped the percent
of the crop rated good or excellent by 3% following
the better US weather seen in the LH of September.
53% of the crop is now rated G-E.
G
RJOMRT’s
Mittelstaedt sees those ratings implying a national
yield of 41.5 bu/acre (see table at left). This would
actually be up a bit from
m the USDA’s last yield of 41.2.
Early yield reports have also been good.
In other news: Before shutting off the lights, the
USDA did announce the sale of 113K tons of beans to
China. Chinese buyers also did this business with one
foot out the door as they will be on “Golden Week”
holiday until October 7th. Brazil’s shipment of
soybeans in September fell to 3.47 mmt from 5.38
mmt in August but they were still bigger than a year
ago. They shipments of meal and oil increased
month on month. South Korea bought 80K tons of
meal including 55K from the US and 25K from India.
The US soybean cash market was mixed today. Many
locations were steady while the US gulf firmed to
+100 X for spot and is bid +95 X for FH Oct. Some
locations near rivers also firmed their nearby bids.
The funds sold 4,000 each of the beans and oil but were estimated to be even in the meal.
Wheat: As has been the case for 2 weeks now, wheat outperformed the corn and especially the soybean complex.
The MN market led the way, up 6-8
8 cents, while KC and Chicago were steady to 3 cents higher. The December
contracts settled at $6.81 ¼ in Chi,
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The higher protein wheat markets of KC and MN gained on Chicago yet again. This stems from yesterday’s by-class
by
adjustments in US wheat production which saw a bigger SRW crop and smaller HR
HRW
W crop than expected by the trade.
Chicago will be able to keep up with its fellows as long as the funds keep covering their net short positions. US news
was quiet today and weather remains a bearish influence.
On the export side, Russia saw a slower grain export
xport pace in September but the USDA said in an attaché that they
still expect them to export up to 22 mmt of grains in 13/14. Bangladesh passed on foreign offers in their latest wheat
tender and sourced the grain domestically. They are currently living on a prior purchase of cheap Ukrainian wheat
but are expected to come to the world market again. Tunisia also bought 75K tons of millin
ng wheat that is likely to
be sourced out of Europe.
The funds bought 4,000 contracts of Chicago wheat as they continue to cover shorts.
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This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This
material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an
experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on
this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR
RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS
ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS
COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment
at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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